RESUMO

INTRODUCTION
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a highly effective surgical procedure for treating knee arthrosis; it significantly improves patient quality of life by relieving symptoms and restoring joint function. 1, 2 Despite good results and constant advances in implant characteristics, surgical techniques, and postoperative recovery protocols, some patients have poor functional outcomes, which restrict their activities of daily living. 3, 4 More than 20% of patients who undergo TKA may develop stiffness, and consequently an arc of motion with less than 90° flexion. 5, 6 A variety of factors have been described as influencing the occurrence of this complication; these include having a poor range prior to surgery, low socioeconomic levels, diabetes mellitus, lack of patient compliance to the post-surgical rehabilitation, and previous arthroplasty of the knee. 5, 7 There is no consensus in the literature precisely defining the arc of functional movement. In general, 90° flexion has been considered a minimal functional recovery after TKA. Not obtaining this mobility can be devastating, and negatively affects activities of daily living and patient satisfaction. Biomechanical studies have demonstrated the minimal ranges of flexion to perform some activities, such as 83° to go up and down stairs, 93° to sit, and 65°-70° to perform the swing phase of the gait cycle. 2, 5, 8 Among the various options to treat stiffness after TKA, manipulation under anesthesia has been considered the first line of treatment after other non-surgical measures such as physiotherapy fail. 2, 5, 8 Nevertheless, the long-term results of this method have not been well studied. There is also no consensus in the literature regarding the ideal time to perform manipulation. 5, 9 Some authors have suggested that between 2 and 12 weeks post-surgery is the ideal time to perform manipulation, since a more invasive procedure would be required after this time due to maturation of the scar tissue. 5, [9] [10] [11] Meanwhile, other studies found no differences in gains of range of motion between a group that received early treatment (within twelve weeks of surgery) and a late-treatment group (manipulation more than twelve weeks after surgery). 5, 8 The objective of this study is to compare gains in range of motion between patients who received early manipulation (within 12 weeks of TKA), and those who received manipulation after this period. In addition, we assessed maintenance of the arc obtained from knee manipulation over the medium and long terms, and factors related to poorer outcomes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This is a historical cohort or retrospective study, in which patients who underwent knee manipulation under anesthesia to treat joint stiffness after total knee arthroplasty were selected according to the following inclusion criteria: TKA performed at our institute; TKA performed between January 2008 and December 2014; at least one year between knee manipulation and reassessment; procedures performed in accordance with the routine of the hospital's knee surgery group, as described below. The knee was x-rayed before indicating manipulation, in order to assess the size and positioning of the implant. According to the knee surgery group routine, patients with primary TKA were approached in the initial intervention via medial parapatellar access, using ischemia via a pneumatic cuff. The pneumatic cuff was placed on the leg and inflated to 100 mmHg above systolic pressure minutes before the skin incision. This same pressure was maintained for up to 2 hours, on average, and the tourniquet was then deflated. We reviewed hemostasis, closed the wound by planes, and placed an extrarticular drain in a closed suction system. All patients were subjected to the same prophylaxis protocol for infection and deep vein thrombosis. All received guidelines and a schematic post-surgical rehabilitation protocol, in addition to monitoring with physical therapy at home or in the institute's rehabilitation department. The manipulations were performed under sedation and a peripheral femoral block. The patient was positioned on the surgical table in dorsal decubitus with the muscles relaxed as much as possible. The hip was positioned in 90 0 of flexion and the tibia was stabilized in the proximal region, and the knee was flexed slowly and gently. 6 Both procedures were performed by orthopedists from the knee surgery center at the National Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics (INTO). After the manipulation, a control X-ray was taken for medical documentation. The range of motion prior to manipulation and after the procedure was confirmed by the surgeon in charge and documented in surgical record. All cases that met any of the following criteria were excluded: patients in whom manipulations were performed after other surgical procedures (non-TKA) performed at INTO; manipulations that developed immediate complications, such as periprosthetic fractures or deep vein thrombosis, which hindered rehabilitation and maintenance of the range of motion obtained during the manipulation; patients with less than one year of follow-up; patients with incomplete medical documentation. The included patients returned for a follow-up appointment in which the maintenance of the range of flexion obtained from the manipulation was assessed, along with the Knee Society Score (KSS). 12 Demographic and clinical data were collected from the pre-, intra-, and postoperative periods via interviews and the medical records. The patients who returned for follow-up were divided in groups according to the time elapsed between arthroplasty and manipulation: Group 1: patients who underwent early manipulation, within 12 weeks of TKA. Group 2: patients who underwent late manipulation, more than 12 weeks after TKA. The implants used in the TKA varied between patients, and included PFC Sigma, TC3, and Natural Knee implants; the platform, type of stabilization, cementing, and placement of the patellar component also varied. The study was approved in advance by the institutional review board (CAAE: 52871916.6.0000.5273). Participants were invited to participate in the study and asked to sign the informed consent form. From the collected data, we constructed a bank of data we analyzed using SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) version 22.0 and Microsoft Excel 2007 software. Fisher's exact test and the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test were used to compare the early and late manipulations groups for qualitative and quantitative variables, respectively. The p-values (all greater than 5%) did not exhibit significant differences in the qualitative variables (patient and surgery characteristics).
RESULTS
During the study period, 2865 knee total arthroplasties were performed, and a total of 45 patients underwent manipulation of the knee under anesthesia after total arthroplasty. After analysis of the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 6 patients were excluded: 2 had incomplete medical documentation, and 4 developed complications after the knee manipulation procedure. Of the 39 remaining patients, 3 underwent bilateral manipulation, totaling 42 manipulations; 16 of these procedures (38.1%) were performed in men, and 26 (61.9%) in women. The mean patient age was 62.2 years, ranging from 45 to 83 years. The majority of patients were classified as ASA II (78.6%), and hypertension was the most frequent comorbidity (66.7%). The most common indication for TKA was primary osteoarthritis (71.4% of the cases), followed by rheumatoid arthritis (16.7%), sequelae of fracture (7.1%), hemophilic arthritis (2.4%), and sequelae of tuberculosis (2.4%). The most commonly used brand of implant was the PFC Sigma (88.1%). Only two individuals received arthroplasty with a semi-constrained implant, the TC3. Manipulation under sedation was most frequent between 7 and 12 weeks after TKA (59.5% of cases). Manipulation was performed within six weeks of the TKA in 26.2% of cases, and only in 6 cases (14.3% of the sample) was the manipulation performed late, between 13 and 26 weeks after TKA. The arc of motion (maximum length, maximum flexion, and sum of arc) was measured at three different times: before manipulation, after manipulation, and in the ambulatory follow-up assessment. Figure 1 shows the change in the mean values for flexion and extension angles, as well as the total arc of motion at each assessment. When we compared the ranges of motion from early manipulation with late manipulations, we found better results in the values for cases when manipulation was performed before 12 weeks. However, these values were not statistically significant, which can be explained by the small sample size of the group in which late manipulation was performed. (Figure 2 ) When we considered the incidence of knee stiffness (arc < 90°) in the long term, we found considerably higher recurrence in the late-treatment group, as shown in Figure 3 . The follow-up time between the completion of the knee manipulation and the outpatient evaluation to collect the data ranged from 12 to 81 months. Table 1 shows the frequency of cases that maintained the arc achieved from manipulation to the time of the outpatient assessment. Only 14.3% of the cases maintained the same range which was achieved in manipulation. Considering a variation of 10% in the arc from manipulation, 33.3% maintained this range of motion at reassessment. If this is adjusted to a margin of 10 degrees of difference, the incidence increased to 35.7%. Only one patient in the late manipulation group maintained the same arc after manipulation. Despite the differences between the groups, Fisher's exact test did not detect a statistically significant difference. At the outpatient evaluation, the Knee Society Score (KSS) 12 values were calculated for the early and late manipulation groups.
This evaluation combines subjective and objective information and separates the knee score (pain, stability, range of motion, among other components) from the patient's functional score (ability to walk and go up and down stairs). A significant difference was found between the knee scores for the groups in question. The p-value was 0.027, showing that the knee scores for the late manipulation group were significantly lower than those of the early manipulation group. (Table 2) In the outpatient follow-up assessment, we perceived that stiffness (amplitude of less than 90 degrees) was present in 20 cases (47.7% of the sample). In addition, we compared the variables collected between patients with and without stiffness, in an attempt to find some statistically significant risk factor for limited range of motion in the long term, even after manipulation under anesthesia. When comparing the ranges of motion before TKA and prior to manipulation, we noted that the values in patients who developed stiffness were significantly lower. (Table 3 ) Other significant risk factors were sex and indication for arthroplasty; women are 8.2 times more likely than men to develop stiffness after manipulation. As for the indication for TKA, the percentage of patients who undergo this procedure to treat primary osteoarthritis and develop stiffness in the long term (36.7%) is significantly lower than the percentage of patients who undergo TKA for another reason (75.0%). The odds ratio is 0.2, with a 95% confidence interval. Table 4 also shows other qualitative variables that had no statistical significance. 
DISCUSSION
Stiffness in the knee after TKA is a well-known problem that can lead to poor patient outcomes and limit activities of daily living in patients. 13 The literature on this subject is somewhat controversial, starting with the definition itself. Fox and Poss 6 defined stiffness as less than 90 0 active knee flexion two weeks after TKA surgery. Other researchers such as Kim et al.
14 defined rigidity as a capsular contracture greater than or equal to 15° or a flexion less than 75°. 14, 15 As a result, the literature is confusing and there are no studies with a high evidence. The lack of a consensus on treatment or a standardized algorithm leads to other problems in the literature. Many forms of treatment have been described, including physiotherapy, knee manipulation under anesthesia, manipulation associated with arthroscopy, arthrotomy, and revision arthroplasty. 9 Movement gains through physiotherapy are often modest, with studies showing an average gain of 5° in knees with arthrofibrosis after TKA. 9 Manipulation under anesthesia is generally considered the initial surgical step in treating stiffness after TKA. 5 When associated with arthroscopy, this procedure allows the surgeon to examine the implants and assess the presence of impact on soft tissue, loose bodies, or adhesions. 9, 16 Open release of adhesions or surgical revision are often used in refractory cases or in cases with poor positioning of the components. 9 Our study only assessed patients subjected to manipulation under sedation in association with a femoral nerve block. Other studies have opted for general anesthesia; 6, 8, 9, 15 there is no evidence in the literature that the type of anesthesia used influences the final outcome of the manipulation. Choi et al. 2 defended regional anesthesia as an improvement factor for the results of manipulation after TKA. There is no consensus in the literature about the most appropriate time to perform surgical manipulation after TKA. Consequently, our research is pertinent and relevant. A series of studies have shown superior results when manipulation is performed early. 3, 5, 6, 9 Many authors consider 12 weeks post-TKA to be the deadline for manipulation, since a more invasive procedure is necessary after this time because of maturation of the scar tissue. 5,9-11 However, some studies found no significant differences in gains in range of motion between early and late groups (undergoing manipulation before and after twelve weeks).
5,8
When we compared the early and late groups in our study, a significant difference was seen between the mean KSS knee scores during the reevaluation in the medium and long term. This shows that although some patients did lose range over time, the functional score was still significantly higher in the group that underwent manipulation earlier. Issa et al. 5 demonstrated a significant difference in KSS scores when comparing early and late groups before and after manipulation, but did not perform a long-term assessment. Since this present study was retrospective, it was not possible to compare scores before and after manipulation. The mean patient age was 62.2 years, which is considered low for patients who undergo TKA. According to the study by Fox and Poss, 6 more advanced age seems to be a factor in difficulty attaining range of motion after manipulation. Although we did not find a statistically significant relationship between the implants used, the literature shows that they can directly affect the final results of the arc of motion. 6 Studies show that prostheses which sacrifice the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) demonstrate greater gain after manipulation than those which preserve this ligament. 2, 15 In our sample, the majority of cases involved TKA with sacrifice of the PCL (92.9%). The only three patients who received implants where the PCL was retained were handled early after the TKA, and made good progress after manipulation, all showing at least 100° of range of motion in the reassessment. The time elapsed between the manipulation and patient reassessment ranged from 12 to 81 months, which according to the interpretation of Esler et al. 17 can be considered a considerable clinical follow-up, since a minimal gain was observed after a period of 1 year. 2 We correlate this good result with a minimum range of 90 0 , for the knee, as well as the research by Choi et al., 2 which was based on the idea that this is considered the minimum arc to perform basic activities. When we look at the variables for patients who had knee stiffness (arc < 90°) in the outpatient assessment, we found some statistically significant variables for this outcome, such as the arcs of movement pre-TKA and pre-manipulation, female sex, and the indication for arthroplasty. As for the range of motion in the prior to the primary TKA surgery being a determining factor in the postoperative results, we found studies that agree 6, 18 and disagree 2, 8 with this hypothesis. Several studies have shown a strong correlation between female sex and knee stiffness after manipulation, 2,5,6,9,15 even though not all of these were statistically proven. With regard to pre-TKA etiology, we found that patients undergoing this procedure for primary osteoarthritis have significantly less risk of stiffness in the long term. Consequently, the group formed by other indications (rheumatoid arthritis, sequel of fracture, hemophilic arthritis, and sequela of infection) was considered a risk factor. Some studies have shown a direct relationship between arthroplasties performed for secondary arthritis and stiffness after manipulation. 2, 6 Unfortunately, not all patients in our service were able to access the continuous passive movement device (CPM) because of cost. This tool directly impacts the maintenance of the range of motion achieved after manipulation. 2 Physiotherapy is an essential complementary phase after orthopedic procedures. All the patients in our study received guidance via booklets given to them by our team physiotherapists, and the institute's rehabilitation service was also available for post-procedure follow-up. Yoo et al. 3 emphasized the need for aggressive physical therapy after manipulation to achieve good outcomes. Our main limitation was the fact that this is a retrospective study. Since we did not find other studies with this line of research in the country, we believe that the issue requires further study, especially research with level I evidence.
CONCLUSION
Knee manipulation under sedation is a procedure that can improve the functional outcomes of patients with knee stiffness after TKA, and presents better results in patients who undergo this procedure early. In the long-term follow-up, 14.3% of the patients maintained the range of motion they achieved from manipulation, and 47.7% of the sample developed a range of motion in the knee of less than 90 degrees. Patients at high risk for developing rigidity are women who underwent TKA to treat secondary osteoarthritis and already had poor range of motion before arthroplasty or before manipulation under anesthesia.
